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need to despair, for free societies 
if we remain just that - make much
noise during repairs and alterations.
Constituents of such bruised
societies eventually learn to joke~
over again. .

The lusty heroes of the joke about
which I write were Mr. Lloyd and'
Mr. O'Hara. These two gentlemen
stood side by side as bar' room com·
panions are apt to do, talking about
swimming. Between and during
drinks Lloyd from Canada boldly
asserted that he had once swum the
Channel, like so many other artisans
of that aquatic cult. O'Hara from
Scranton. similar to so many others
given an apt Canterbury- T8-!~-like
situation (not to be outdone) claimed
with cock~ure dignity that he was "a
pretty good swimmer, too." So, as
drinking companions bent upon bet
tering their proud words with deeds
are prone to do under such testy
weight the two animated gentlemen
aecided "to put their money where
their mouths were."

They took a taxi over to the broad
and shimmering Hudson River.
They stripped and started to swim
the wide distance toward the Scylla
and Charybdis of New Jersey. They
made it, ofcourse. Lloyd, swimming
en papillon (any type ofcrawl would
have been stifling in those murky,
foul waters),. touched shore and
swam back to the un-Capri-Iike
Island of Manhattan. O'Hara shook

(Continued Page 4)

In amswer to our latter question,
that of the possibilities of'finding
adequate housing facilities, it seems
that almost without exception an
excellent job has been accomplished
without anyone "selling their soul to
the devil". As a perfect example,
just about everyone knows the
remarable exteriors and interiors of
both the Red and White Houses.
Obtained in 1973. purchase price,
estimated renovations and furnish
ings only comes to a combined price
of$52,000...or what the University
obtained, someone sure made an
excellent bargain!

Other questions may pop into
one's mind, such as:--How do the stu
dents feel about being separated
from others living in the dormitories?
And, how would the neighbors
accept a group of students living on
their block? Answers to these, and.

"numerous other queries have been
,answered in the past year by remark
ably affirmative responses. The
complaints from neighbors are basi
cally the same ones you, hear from
next door in the dorms; as for being
segregated from those on the main
campus, it isn't as far as it seems
once you've traveled it four times
a day for a couple of weeks!

Congratulations to Mr. Gavigan,
Mr. Morton, and all others involved

_in the establisbm~ntof off-campus
,houses. Not only has the University~
benefitted by this understanding of
existing conditions', but students
lodged in off-campus houses, may
appreciate facilities siinita'r to a home
environment,

In Their' Opinion....
by Joseph P. O'Malley and Karen L. Pennington

A unique experiment has been car- morale, but would also have a spiria
ried to a successful conclusion by ling downward effect on the financial
Mr. John R. Gavigan, Director of success that the University is cur
Student Personnel. Beginning with rently experiencing.
the foresight to look i~to the possibil
ity of off-campus housing, our Stu
dent Personnel Office has carried out
an idea which could save the Univer
sity hundreds, if not thousands of
dollars.

The concept took on a positive
form a few years ago 'when the
University began attracting a larger
student body than ever before. At
this time, a decision had to be made
whether to build another dormitory,
or to seek a better alternative. Dor
mitories tend to very expensive, and
off-campus seemed an almost pre
posterous idea. It was an experiment
at best, for there are many variables
involved.

Would the cost factor be worth it?
Could adequate housing be found,
and if so, in what condition? In
answer to the former question,
primarily all students living in off
campus houses seem to be very
happy in their new living quarters.
In surroundings such as these, there
appear to be many more possibilities
for privacy. There also seems to be
.agreater level of maturity abounding
from these homes, which we're sure
everyone would agree is a great
assent to any college student soon
to enter the "hard, cruel world".

Not only' are the students happy,
but many U. ofS. officials could not
be more pleased. While these houses
have been bought and renovated for
student occupancy, it would not be
at all difficult to rent or sell these
apartments and homes to private
individuals if enrollment should sud
denly drop. To keep an empty dor
mitory on hand is Dot only' bad for

unrhythmically blink and fade up and
down eternal Eighth Avenue which,
like so few streets on earth, never
hears "the curfew that tolls the knell
of parting day." The most minor
chord of the symphonic happening
Was that by the time the joke's con
sequence had jostled into the follow
ing day, it had lost the comforting
qualities of that form of entertain
ment we call a joke. In fact, it had
sadly shed itself of those elements
which cling delightfully to the edges
of play and fun, both of which are
preparatory and therefore innocent.

Unfortunately the risible joke
eventually became a modem com
plicated situation. Americansjust do
not seem to demand happy endings
any more - they used to in old movies
and westerns which Europeans and
Africans presently escape into - but
the country does have a craving for
finished stories. Perliaps we all have
been deceived, dizzied, and conned
into a kind of chronis disbelief. We
shall recover, perhaps, since
memories are short and our natural
bent for, and love of happiness are
still lurking beneath the surface of
our present taut-skinned dilemma.
Vestiges of Calvinism - still enter
tained - are our ever sure defense.
Recovery will take time, in spite of
that quality's apparent thievery,
along with a huge measure of hard
work for our nation to overcome the
disgust and suspicion that presently
engulf us all. Meanwhile, there is no
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(Dedicated to Dr. Mary tfnne
McCarthy who, during her full
flights offun, never dreams of
bathing in running streams. She
leans, like that ti/tlng and tinctured
flower named after the sun, toward
that celestial source of light and
energy -- if Apollo does not govern
over both or all of these things.)

Nostalgia, that area where dreams
and realities meet and sullenly smile
at the present, may not be after all
as reviewed a fine mirror of past
truths. Yet, nostalgia taken at least
at one ofits several levels is a yearn
ing in part for a world portrayed in
legend. In spite of Chaucer's Legend
of Good Women some of the very
best legends are jokes, and some of
the best jokes are bar room jokes.
Somehow the genre, consisting of
braggardocio and black-slapping,
peal forth from local folks who live
uncomplicated lives. They meet in
the saloon, the site of their type of
town meeting, where long and short
tales are spun, carded, and cut - tales
of"l can do better than you." Jokes
about sex 'and weight-lifting quality
are not least among the verbal
triumphs. Word pictures - colored by
time and bias - why Jackie Robinson
was or was not the best second base
man ever to play (even sometimes
in spite of his race) rise into one's
most engaging imationation.

Justrecently, September 16, 1974,
to be exact, a genuine bar room joke
was played. Harry. Bailey was not
about to act as judge, of course, nor
"was the joke to be performed or told
at the Tabard Inn. In fact, it all
started at Fergusson's Bar near fIfty
fifth Street and Eighth Avenue in
New York City. The saloon's dim
lights added their flickerings to the
long train of illumination that
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On Oct. 16, one of the most unfortunate events occurred castles in the air
on the grounds of the University. It was something that no
matter what year you are, it is a very real problem. A student, i have seen the sunrise, the dawning

of the day
while crossing the infamous Linden S1. raceway, was hit by with rainbows glowing brightly, o'er
a car. This is not the first such incident in the past years the bed in which i lay
to occur here. For many years the Student Body has attempted i have heard your smile, through the
to have Linden Street closed in- view of like .happenings, ·All pain inside my mind
such efforts have proved fruitless, as the city, state and citizens your touch is silent comfort, as you
of Scranton have voiced opp6~itiori"to"U'ie .Closing. Maybe . lay here by my side
now is the. time the· students tiiecfag'alD.:: ....:. "-.-:' .but then i ask you why, each day

should be so long
The need to have the street closed to' traffic .was seen many., and so you answer clearly, each day

years ago. The students even then saw that-:their lives were should be a song
put on the line every time they traversed the concrete jungle. of simply balanced rhythms, and
Having guards there suppresses the flow to 'a'degree,-but does rhymes which harmonize

and it was at that moment, when you
not eliminate the temptation of the driver that just HAS TO made me realize
GET THROUGH from coming very close to injuring someone. the fool i've blindly been, for sailing
This morning, a damp and wet as it was, proved to be the on the sea
exception. Jim was lucky. He wasn't hit too seriously, but without a ship to captain, or eyes
'getting hitatail is the case here, not the severity ofthe accident. to plainly see
The next time might prove itself in something even more tragic the seagull floating easily~ and those
than this incident.' .castles in the air

.",' ,and those lazy days of summer,
Who is at fault? We all -are: Everyone of us that at· one ~ . when i seemed always there

time or another have voiced our grievances-'about the. cars..' i'd love-you ,for your sunshine, and
The ones who collected money"on Linden'Street-diJring'the '.' : . j'd Iike.you for my wife '
past Dance Marathons know what -it -is' like t<) have a' wild,·to·be my blue skies, my blue eyes,

-driver.in the evening hours to come'sp,eedi.rtg ilP the h'm'and for the rest of my I~:rry grasso
have to literally jump out of the way of the car, only to see
the driver 'frown, thinking to himself, "Damn, I almost got
him." Sure it might sound funny and MAYBE an exaggeration,
but if you really think about it, the truth isn't far off. It's
time the entire populace of the University Community thinks
a little more. Maybe the next time, (God forbie) the victim
won't be so lucky as to walk out of the hospital a few hours
-after it, with only acouple cuts and bruises, Maybe the next
time· it will happen'to you or someone'you·know.

But that is not the point. The point is that it should not
happen again. LINDEN STREET SHOULD BE CLOSEDl

The city of Scranton now has the next move. The Board
of Trustees has already allocated money to secure the proper
safety apparatus for the extra capacity on Mulberry Street.
It is possible for the Board of Trustees to put pressure in
the necessary circles to have the situation re-examined. We
ask them to do so. Numerous studies have been undertaken
in the past if references are needed. The students want to
be heard. This is the time and the place. Trustee Day is coming
up on Nov. 23. Tell them that you're behind them. Let them
know the situation if they don't already. Show them how
bad it is. Show them you care.

Our purpose is the safety for the future students here at
the University·. This safety must be guaranteed. We must take,
the necessary safety steps. NOW.
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ARMY ROTC. THE MORE YOU LOOK AT IT, THE BETTER IT LOOKS.

Meet John Ausura. University senior studying for a' .B.A., in Modern Languages.. . . ..

army ROTC has been Dood for John' AU$U~a·. "'It 'can 'be- good for you.
Why don't you investigate Army ROTC? We are offering Freshman and
Sophomore Military Science duri~g tlie,coming intersession. Visit the Milit
ary Science Department in Room 104, Saint Thomas' Hall. It won~t cost
you a thing. . . -

Wide Variety
of

Jeans'

Uni"-Sex :rops

Western Shirts

426 Spruce St.

The Stables

(Continued from Page 2)
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Prose and Po.etry ters had cost the grand friendly city Perhaps in the realms of past
of New YQrk some fifteen thousand realities where ~e often long to wan-
dollars: " '. . der, many other bar room stories did

~ ." not come to their punch lines either.
Salo~ns, ·wttere'crooks. clowns,. However, in the'reality of this one,

himself off fro~ the' mucky waters : antl.Qypocrites reveal thems~lves'in we all lost ~omething; namely. that
on the New Jersey side and returned nios~ uncourtly ways" have jokes element which constitutes levity,
to New York. He had acquired ~ome '.that are not supposed to end like that which accompanies jokes or betting
clothes from the Weekauk'en police' 'of Lloyd anq O'l;lara. Even the best arguments. Lo and.behold!, a simple
department. Both' went back to their' of us' in the neutrlt1izing society of joke - perhaps a dispute - heaven help
boardinghouse, shower~d and ate.' -theba.rshow(;lUrselvesaslackingthe us, became an "issue. __ How unfor
They brimmed·with·glory, satisfac- respe<;tab!e'qualities t?which we tunate, indeed.
tion, and a sense ofaccomplishment. pretend an.d r.or~wh,ch we. are'
They had conquered' fumes, muck, accepted.outside by others. But
and foul pollution; a legend had also jok~s aroe supposed to end' with a
been fulfilled.' punch line; Legend fulfilled, glory,

, prowess, and a sense of accomplish-
. Howeve~, c?mplicatioits had set ITtent.are to be. fl1e jok.e's 'natural
m. The taxI driver tho.ught that they results. Thisone was steered astray,
had committed iu.icide. He had for lhese two gentremen had m~de
called the police de~artm~nt. !he : tne m~stake of !ippearil)g to one .
cops had searched the dashmg river. another as being 'less tom and <Iam
with helicoPt~rs, li.ghts, and"~ther 0 aged=by the moral compromises and
thunderous, diverSified, and l11tru- , insincereties.which have so danger
sive m~c.hines of the modern'JX>.lice ' ously.sic;kened the life of o~r caurf
authOritIes. By the next mo~nmg, try. Their desire was simply tojok~

SeP.tember 17, ':-Io.yd 'and 0 I;I~ra •.• and at the same time avoid the duIl
realized that the p~hc; were 100klOg ness: the corruption; the'blindness
for them. The glory was over; thoy "of boredom, and the !;emi-cultured
turned themselves in. They were i"ncongruities that continue to dot our
charged with having broken at least •

ACHIEVEMENTS AND HONORS:
Dean's List 6 semesters
Nominated for Who~·s Who among American

. Colleges' and Universities
Winner of Rotary International Graduate'

Fellowship to University of Cologne
Candidate for Fulbright-Hays Graduate

Fellowship
President of Alpha Mu Gamma, National

Honor Society in Foreign Languages
Member and past officer of German Club

and French Club
'Distinguished Military Student
Executive Officer of ROTC Cadet Co'mpany
Member of Royal Rifles Drill Team
Winner of three-year Army ROTC Scholarship' 0

John's reflections on Army ROTC:

SOO,OOO people had begun the prac
tice of T.M. at an average rate of
15,000 per month. UntH-1966, there
was only one teacher in T.M. in the
United States. By June 1974, the
number of teachers had i9creased to
almost 7,000.

Thousands of students on cam
puses throughout the country have
found the practice ofTranscendental
Meditation to be both beneficial and
enjoyable. T.M. has been found to
improve grades as well as relation
ships with parents, teachers and
other students.

Ps·ychologically, meditators have
experienced greater stabili ty,
reduced depression, decreased anxi
ety and more self-confidence.

Through the aus pices of the Stu
dents International Meditation Soci
ety (S.l.M.S.) and the International
Meditation Society (I. M.S.), both
non-profit educational organiza
tions, free public lectures are held
throughout Northeastern Pennsyl
vania. Introductory lectures,
describing the benefits and practice
of T.M. are held every Wednesday
evening at 8:00 P.M. at the Scranton
Transcendental Meditation Center:
444 Jefferson Avenue. Everyone is
invited to come. For more informa
tion phone 961-3481.

"Army ROTC has given ~e opportu'nities fO practice leadership that I
would not have otherwise receive,d. It has given.~e the 'chance to work
with people, to iilfluenc~ them,. and to make things happen. ROTC has
challenged llie mentally and physically With a series of responsible positions
and interesting, rugged tasks. I have. found ROTC a unique. learning experi
ence that can lead to -any' number of career opportunities,. both 'civilian
and military." . ,. '......::
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That Expands

Consciousness

Meditation

Transcendental

A Proven Technique

In recent years the student has
been faced with a growing dilemma.
It seems as though his life is changing
a lot faster than his ability to cope
with these changes. Underneath this
transitory state, not always obvious,
is the thirst for fulfillment. for using
one's full potential and living more
of live.

Transcendental Meditation is a
technique that is simple, natural and
effortless. Through this easy prac
tice, twice a day for only fifteen or
twenty minutes, meditators find that
stress and fatigue' lessen and dynam
ism and creativity flow in.

Out of the enormous amount of
experimentation and speculation
Tran~cendental Meditation is being
given increasing attention by scien
tists. educators. students and profes
sionab. In the American Journal of
P!Iy.l'io[o#y a team of Harvard and
University of California researchers
reported on the integrated charac
teristics of mind and body during
T. M., calling it a state of restful alert
ness. They found that the degree of
metabollic rest after five or ten
minutes of T.M. was characterized
by an average decrease in oxygen
con~umption of 17%. a deeper, rest
than that achieved after six to seven
hour~ of sleep.

Th i~ ph ysiological evidence,
together with measurements of skin
resistance, blood chemistry and
brain wave patterns, shows that an
individual gains a profoundly deep
state of rest while the .mind remains
awake and able to respond to stimuli.
These natural effects clearly dist
inguish Transcendental Meditation
from all other techn iques which
involve effort, control, hypnosis or
autosuggestion.

Most significant and amazing to
scientist themselves are the findings
on brain wave synchrony during
Transcendental Meditation. T.M.
synchronizes electrical waves in the
left and right cerebral hemispheres
and in the front and back of the brain.
bringing about concordance of
phase. This fact. together with the
findings of increased intelligence,
increased learning ability and
increased academic performance.
may be interpreted as implying func
tional integration of the analytic and
verbal skills of the left hemisphere
with the synthetic and spatial skill~

ofthe right hemisphere. On the basis
of this integration brought about by
T.M. the nervious system becomes
more flexiable and stable at the same
time. No other technique has been
found to produce this pattern of
increased orderliness and aware
ness.

Since its introduction to the
United States in 1959, by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi; the number of people
practicing Transcendental Medita
tion has grown considerably. Statis
tically. the number ofmeditators has
grown an average of over 250%
every year since the creation of the
International Meditation Society in
1965. At the end of 1965, there were
220 meditators. By June 1964,


